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ALL CLASSES FOR POTTY TRAINED CHILDREN AGES THREE TO SIX.
Class
Description
We are going to take a safari around the world! Visit a new
Art Safari
country each week and learn about animals native to that
location with a sprinkle of literature, dabble of games, and a
whole lot of art. Grab your passport and discover the thrill
of the hunt without leaving school!

Creative Builders

Dino Discovery

Calling all inventors, builders, and designers; come and
build some awesome creations with us! We will create our
own designs and make structures using building blocks,
recyclable materials, and many other interesting items.
Skills necessary: none! Skills gained: communication,
problem solving, reasoning, developing creativity, and team
work.
Do you know which dinosaur was nicknamed “long neck?”
Do you know which dinosaur had the biggest head? Join us
for a colossal journey into the world of dinosaurs. Build a
dinosaur replica and have an archaeological dig just like a
real paleontologist. In Dino Discovery, you will have a
swamp stomping good time.

Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes

NEW CLASS!!!
S-T-R-E-T-C-H, WIGGLE and MOVE! Get your body moving
through movement, fitness, music and yoga. Our games and
creative play are designed to strengthen the core muscles,
balance, coordination and motor planning skills. Come on
and get moving with us!

Infinity and Beyond Club

NEW CLASS!!!
5, 4, 3, 2, 1 blast off to a galaxy far, far away to learn about
Earth and the amazing solar system. Discover all things
galactic such as comets, planets, shooting stars, rockets and
more. Learn about flight, the adventures of space travel, and
participate in a rocket launch!
NEW CLASS!!!
Math Munch is for all budding mathematicians! We
immerse the children in rich and multi-sensory activities
using manipulatives and hands on activities to build your
child’s math skill set. Through our activities students will
learn about basic addition and subtraction, graphing, telling
time, fractions, word problems and money.

Math Munch

Mini Med School

Is there a doctor in the school? Join us as we bring Mini Med
School to your school! Our little doctors will use stuffed
animal patients to take blood pressure readings, give
“stitches”, put on a cast, and make their own first aid kit, all
while learning lots about what doctors, dentists, EMTs, and
other medical professionals do on a daily basis.
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Rock-n-Roll Club

We are looking for the next rock and roll star! We will jam
out with handmade instruments, learn hip songs and dance
the class away. Your rocking scholars will build their social
skills, gross motor and fine motor skills. We will show off
our moves at a final performance!

Rockets, Planes, and Flying
Things

Watch it soar, see it glide, and come take a ride with rockets,
planes, and flying things! We will build flying machines, test
gliders, and soar to the moon through art, stories, and lots of
play! Our adventures will sharpen your imagination, kick
start your motor skills, and ignite a passion for flying!

Scientist in Training

Take a dash of engineering and a sprinkle of earth science,
toss it together with some fun and games, and you have this
STEAM-based class. Scientists will explore the different
worlds of science through weekly take home creations such
as pizza gardens and rockets. Join us for this exciting
journey into the world of science.

Snack Tales

*supply fee*
*uses food*

Whiz Kids

NEW CLASS!!!

Nibble your way through this hands on class inspired by our
favorite stories and FOOD. We take a sprinkle of snacks,
pinch of stories, a dash of fun and mix it all together for
Snack Tales! Our Little Scholars will expand their
comprehension skills and fine motor skills in this interactive
and creative class.
Join us on a science discovery mission in chemistry!
Experiment with everyday materials for a bubbling and
brewing good time. There will be some explosions, a few
creations, and a whole lot of discoveries. Don’t miss out on
this mission!
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